Session VI
Chaired by Robert Tribble

Frank Timmes - Intersections with Planets and Astro Biology

Lunch in hotel lobby-atrium 12:00-1:30. Session 6 starts 1:30 w/ "Intersections with Planets and Astro Biology" from Frank Timmes #NucATown

Juan Manfredi

Frank Timmes: Connections bw nuclear astrophysics and exoplanets #NucATown

Zach Meisel

If these exoplanets are waterworlds, will kevin costner be there? #NucATown

Dennis McNabb - Opportunities at NIF

Michael Wiescher - The Roles of Centers

Up now: Michael Wiescher on "Centers: Definition, expectations, successes, failures?, & JINA" #NucATown

Nuc Astro Town 2012
When JINA started there was very little collaboration between nuclear physics and astronomy. Now there's a lot. #NucATown

Justin Browne

In JINA & interested in participating in continuing science discussions? Subscribe to the forum on the JINA Ning page & ask a Q! #NucATown

Zach Meisel

Richard Cyburt - Data

"Data" by Richard Cyburt, or "The Last Word" #NucATown #NucATown

Nuc Astro Town 2012

NuGrid simulation data, yields available at nugridstars org #nucatown

Falk Herwig

#NucATown we need to include p-process experimental rates into reaclib

Anna Simon

#NucATown is it planned to include stellar weak rates in jinalib?

Marco Pignatari